Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the ROOT word:

1. What is the best way to stay fit and __________? HEALTH
2. Why are humans becoming immune to some __________? BIOTIC
3. What are the ideal __________ to stay in good shape? CONDITION
4. Do you ever suffer from tiredness or even __________? EXHAUST
5. What are the most common __________ in your country? ILL
6. Have you ever suffered a serious __________? INJURE
7. Was the __________ period long? RECOVER
8. What __________ would you give to someone who wanted to start working out? ADVISE
9. What is the best __________ for a cold? TREAT
10. Is it cheap to get a __________ in your country? PRESCRIBE
11. Are you concerned about the __________ of sickness? PREVENT
12. Do you find it hard to keep your __________ down? WEIGH
13. Do you ever suffer from __________ of any part of your body? SWELL
14. Do you constantly feel __________ or tired at work? ENERGY
15. Can you name an __________ disease that scientists are trying to find a cure for? CURE
Answers:

1. What is the best way to stay fit and healthy?
2. Why are humans becoming immune to some antibiotics?
3. What are the ideal conditions to stay in good shape?
4. Do you ever suffer from tiredness or even exhaustion?
5. What are the most common illnesses in your country?
6. Have you ever suffered a serious injury?
7. Was the recovery period long?
8. What advice would you give to someone who wanted to start working out?
9. What is the best treatment for a cold?
10. Is it cheap to get a prescription in your country?
11. Are you concerned about the prevention of sickness?
12. Do you find it hard to keep your weight down?
13. Do you ever suffer from swelling of any part of your body?
14. Do you constantly feel energyless or tired at work?
15. Can you name an incurable disease that scientists are trying to find a cure for?